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Completely self contained, the impact 754 eagle is battery powered, weighs just over 12 lbs. and consumes no
gas. featuring an internal compressor and blender, the eagle offers peep with controlled assist, simv, cpap, and
cmv (for apnea backup) ventilation modes.Maquet, covidien, puritan bennett, philips respironics, drager,
viasys, sensormedics, cardinal health, newport medical, versamed, percussionaire, impact, allied health,
biomed devices, bear, bird and sechrist are trademarks used only for the purpose of product identification for
the services provided by ventilators plus only.The impact 754 uni-vent eagle™ ventilator is an engineering
marvel that adds to the uni-vent® list of accomplishments. it has proven its value by logging 10's of thousands
of hours with multi-trauma patients the world over.The uni-vent® eagle™, model 754, is a transportable
device, therefore, its location of use will vary. when operated in a wet environment, users should take
precautions and protect this device by covering it with a protective barrier (small tarp, plastic sheet, etc.).
impact uni-vent Completely self contained, the impact 754 eagle is battery powered, weighs just over 12 lbs.
and consumes no gas. featuring an internal compressor and blender, the impact eagle 754 uni-vent ventilator
offers peep with controlled assist, simv, intubated cpap, and cmv (for apnea backup) ventilation modes.Impact
uni-vent 754 eagle ventilator clean, pm & calibration (service) zoll. $350.00. free shipping . impact medical
754 eagle uni-vent ventilator replacement battery. $59.95. free shipping . impact 754 portable ventilator w/12v
charger cord (#4) $374.25 + shipping . picture information.Impact eagle uni-vent 754 m ventilator universal ac
power supply dc converter - $249.99. impact instrumentation 754 m universal ac power supply dc-dc
converter this is a working ac power supply for the impact uni-vent 754 / 754m eagle portable volume
ventilatorem is in good condition.
Impact uni-vent 754 features. the impact univent eagle 754 is completely self-contained and requires no
outside gas. featuring an internal compressor and blender, it offers peep with controlled assist, simv, intubated
cpap, and cmv (for apnea backup) ventilation modes.Quality medical is the #1 service center for impact
uni-vent eagle 754 transport medical ventilator. we service more ltv’s than any other service center in the
country and stock the largest inventory of spare parts, so we can execute the fastest turnaround of pm’s and
repairs in the country.Impact eagle uni-vent 754-m portable ventilator power supply in hardigg case - $999.99.
this impact uni-vent 754 portable ventilator w/hard case, power supply &accessories is used and in good
conditionnsn # 653-01-455-1653 the best critical care transport ventilator on the market.Battery for impact
medical 754 eagle univent ventilator. rating required. name email required. review subject required. comments
required. sku: fme-25747 impact. impact eagle 754 univent refurbished. fme-43635. $2,895.00. quick view
add to cart. impact.The impact eagle 754 uni-vent ventilator is known as the best critical care transport
ventilator on the market. completely self contained, the impact 754 eagle is battery powered, weighs just over
12 lbs. and consumes no gas.
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